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I. Reading:
A. Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answers: (1.25 p)
Last Thursday I had an important interview for a job. I got up early and dressed carefully. I put on
my best jacket and trousers to look my best. I had to travel by train, so I walked to the station which isn’t
far from my house. I was walking so fast when I saw a man just ahead painting his fence with red paint.
He did not notice me as I walked past. Then he turned suddenly and splashed my beautiful trousers! He
had acted in a silly way and he apologised, but the damage was done.
Could you imagine how I felt then? I was so angry with that man but I could not do anything and
that I was in a hurry to the interview. Fortunately, there was a big store at the corner of the street, so I
decided to buy a new pair quickly so that I could change on the train. I rapidly found a nice pair, which I
bought quite cheap. The shop was full so I paid hurriedly , grasped my shopping bag and left.
On the train I went to the toilet to change my clothes. I took off my stained trousers and threw out
of the window. Then I opened the bag to get my new ones but all I found was a pink woolen sweater!
1 It seemed that the writer …………………………..
A. was a punctual person
B. preferred walking to driving
C. was well- prepared for the interview
D. was too smartly – dressed
2. Which of the following sentences is TRUE?
A. It didn’t take him long to walk to the station.
B. He lived far from the station.
C. A man in front of his house was painting his fence.
D. He walked so fast that the red paint splashed his trousers.
3. What did the writer do after the damage was done?
A. He apologised.
B. He removed the stains from his trousers.
C. He found a nicer pair in a shop.
D. He intended to buy another pair of trousers.
4. On the train he ……………………………
A. changed his new trousers quickly
B. threw his stained trousers out of the window
C. saw a pink woolen sweater in the toilet
D. bought a new pair of trousers quite cheap
5. From the passage , readers can infer that in the end, he …………………
A. could manage with the pink woolen sweater
B. could walked out of the toilet without any embarrassment
C. hardly got to the interview on schedule
D. All are correct
B. Read the passage carefully and choose the best option to fill in each blank: (1.25 p)
If you invite an American friend to (1) ………….. you to have dinner in a restaurant, phone the
restaurant first to find out if you need a reservation to avoid a long wait for a table. To make a reservation,
just give your name, (2) ……. number of people in your group, and the time you plan to arrive. When you
invite someone to dinner, you should prepare to pay the bill and reach for it when it arrives. (3)
…………, if your companion insists on paying his or her share, do not get into argument about it. Some
people prefer to pay their own way (4)…………..they do not feel indebted, and those feelings should be
respected. In most American restaurants, the waiter or waitress's tip is not added to the bill. If the service
is adequate, it is customary to leave a tip equal (5)…………. about 15% of the bill. In expensive
restaurants, leave a bit more.
1. A. enjoy
B. add
C. gather
D. join
2. A. a
B. the
C. an
D. no article
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3. A. However
4. A. due to
5. A. for

B. Besides
B. such as
B. to

C. Moreover
C. so that
C. with

D. Therefore
D. as soon as
D. as

II. Writing:
A. Find out one mistake in each sentence: (1 p)
1. John lived in New York since 1960 to 1975, but he is now living in Detroit.
A
B
C
D
2. The teacher told us to keep quietly during the lesson.
A
B
C
D
3. He should ever call again, please tell him that I am not at home.
A
B
C
D
4. He said if the weather were bad tomorrow, the match would be postponed.
A
B
C
D
B. Rewrite the following sentences, using the suggestions: (1.5 p)
1. In the middle of our dinner there was a knock at the door.
=> While we ……………………………………………………………………………………………
2. 'I must have made a mistake in the calculations", said Mr. Forest. (admitted)
=>……….…………………………….. ………………………………………………………………..
3. 'What would you do if you were having a problem with grammar, Jane?' Anne asked.(reported speech)
=>……….…………………………….. ………………………………………………………………..
III. Grammar and vocabulary:
A. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences: (1.5p)
1. Your friendship should be based on ……………….. trust.
A. basic
B. fragile
C. mutual
D. blind
2. Thanks to medical improvements, the ………rate in Newtown has recently decreased.
A. death
B. dead
C. deaden
D. deadly
3. Students must obey class ………………..
A. laws
B. times
C. conferences
D. regulations
4. I have no ………..…. to his coming here.
A. idea
B. objection
C. complaint
D. protest
5. We often volunteer to work in mountainous areas to provide …………education for children
A. the
B. an
C. a
D. no article
6. People are not aware ………… the problem of overpopulation.
A. of
B. for
C. at
D. in
B. Use the correct form or tense of the verbs in brackets: ( 1.5 p)
1. The police made him( open) ………………………………his luggage.
2. It’s no good (write)……………………….. to him. He never answers the letters.
3. It’s important for the figures (update) …………………………regularly.
4. (See)……………………………….that film twice, I didn’t want to see it any more
5.Mary ( not wear)………………….… her glasses at that time so she (not see) ……..…………… what
color the man’s T-shirt was.
C. Use the correct form of the words in brackets: ( 1 p)
1. We must limit population (grow)........................................because of our limited resources
2. Miss Lien explained the rules of the competition to the students very (enthusiasm)……………………
3. We are very (gratitude)……………………….to our teacher for helping revising for the final exam.
4. The gap between (generational)……… ......................................is bigger and bigger
IV. Phonetics:
*Choose the word which is stressed differently from the others: (0.5p)
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1. A. compete
B. award
C. represent
D. encourage
2. A. loyalty
B. apartment
C. quality
D. interest
* Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently: (0.5p)
3. A. honor
B. horse
C. house
D. hospitable
4. A. enthusiasm
B. mutual
C. nephew
D. rumour
The end!
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HƯỚNG DẪN GIẢI
Thực hiện: Ban Chuyên môn Tuyensinh247.com

I. Reading:
A. Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answers: (1.25 p)
1 C. was well- prepared for the interview
2. A. It didn’t take him long to walk to the station.
3. D. He intended to buy another pair of trousers.
4. B. threw his stained trousers out of the window 5. C. hardly got to the interview on schedule
B. Read the passage carefully and choose the best option to fill in each blank: (1.25 p)
1. D. join
2. B. the
3. A. However
4. C. so that
5. B. to
II. Writing:
A. Find out one mistake in each sentence: (1 p)
1. B 2. C 3. A 4.B
B. Rewrite the following sentences, using the suggestions: (1.5 p)
1. => While we were having dinner, there was a knock at the door.
2. => Mr. Forest admitted having made a mistake in the calculations.
3. => Ann asked Jane what she would do if she were/ was having a problem with grammar.
III. Grammar and vocabulary:
A. Choose the best answer to complete the following sentences: (1.5p)
1. C. mutual
2. A. death 3. D. regulations
4. B. objection 5. D. no article
6. A. of
B. Use the correct form or tense of the verbs in brackets: ( 1.5 p)
1. open
2. writing
3. to be updated
4. Having seen
5. wasn’t wearing/ didn’t see
C. Use the correct form of the words in brackets: ( 1 p)
1. growth 2. enthusiastically
3. grateful
4. generations
IV. Phonetics: (1p) 1. C. represent

2. B. apartment

3. A. honor

4. D. rumour
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